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Grade 12 | Trimester 1 | Career and Future Choices 

 Before you read
Discuss these questions. 

1) What do you know about these different kinds of poetry? 

Acrostic     /     poem     /     Haiku     /     Blank Verse     /     Sonnet     /     Ballad 

2) Can you add any other different types of poetry to this list? 

Now, read the text. Write the words in the box below in the correct place. The first one is done for you. 

communication      educate      ideas      outcome
paper      paragraphs      phone      poems

Acrostic poems

1) There are many places where written 0) communication is found: books, 

newspapers, television, on the internet and in public notices. There are many 

different kinds of writing: words such as place names, sentences in advertisements 

on a building, 1) __________ in articles and whole chapters in a novel. Written 

communication exists for many different reasons, for example to inform, to 

entertain and to advertise.

2)  Literature, writing in which people thought ideas and opinions, comes in two 

main forms. The more common kind of writing is prose: writing in paragraphs, 

essays and books. A less widespread kind of literature is poetry and poems. 

Poems are often written in lines and patterns and often contain words that rhyme. 

People write poems to describe feelings, 2) __________ and people, to remember 

important experiences and events. They are like pictures in sounds. They can be 

beautiful, interesting, meaningful and memorable. Poets, people who write 3) 

__________, are considered philosophers of society in many countries.

ACROSTIC 
POEMS 
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3) So what is the connection between poetry and your future career choice? The 

planned 4) __________ of this lesson is an acrostic poem about the career that 

you wish to follow (see the examples below by two students who want to be 

teachers). Your poem should persuade others that you are making a good choice 

about your future!

4)

5) In an acrostic poem the first letter of each line spells out another word or phrase. 

It is a fun way of writing a poem in another language. You can find acrostic poem 

generators on the Internet and acrostic apps for your smart 6) __________. 

6) Follow these steps. Think of what career you wish to have. Write your choice vertically 

on a piece of 7)__________. Brainstorm imaginative words or phrases which describe 

the career. Write your words or ideas on the lines of the word that begin with the 

same letters. Check your spelling.

Good luck writing about your future career!

Poem 1

T    Teachers

E    5) _________

A    Appropriately

C    Challenging

H    Helpful

E    Encouraging

R    Resourceful

Poem 2

T    Terrific teachers insist on   
  inclusive lessons. 

E    Education is the key to a  
 future career. 

A    Attentiveness is the ladder  
 to success. 

C    Confidence comes from 
 the classroom.

H    Helpful teachers promote  
 productivity from students.       

E    Every student contributes to  
 the learning environment.

R    Respect teachers, students  
 and the code of conduct.
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 Reading Comprehension
1) Circle the number of the paragraph with the following information. 

Information Paragraph

A) An example of an acrostic poem 1 2 3 4 5 6

B) What you will produce at the end of the lesson 1 2 3 4 5 6

C) What an acrostic poem is 1 2 3 4 5 6

D) How to write acrostic poems 1 2 3 4 5 6

E) Different kinds and reasons for writing 1 2 3 4 5 6

F) Two general kinds of writing 1 2 3 4 5 6

 
 
2) Complete these definitions from the text.

A poet is ____________________________________

Prose is  ____________________________________

An acrostic poem is ____________________________________

Literature is ____________________________________

3) According to the passage, are the following statements true or false? Read the sentences and the 
text and circle true (T) or false (F) as appropriate.

1) One of the purposes of written communication is to educate.

2) Some poems are beautiful, meaningful and memorable.

3) Poets are not respected in many places and many countries.

T / F

T / F

T / F
 

 Vocabulary
Choose the correct meaning of the word in italics.  

1) Which of these is not an example of a public space? 

A) a shop F    B) a road junction F    C) a living room F    
2) Words that rhyme have nearly the same ________.

A) spelling F    B) grammar F    C) sound F    
3) They can be beautiful, interesting, meaningful and memorable.

A) you can remember F    B) you can learn F    C) you can pronounce F    
4) Respect teachers, students and the code of conduct.

A) how to behave F    B) a method of teaching F    C) computer software F    
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 Grammar
Complete the sentences with the correct question words. The first one is done as an example.

Question       Answer
0)     Why     does written communication exist? For many different reasons.

1) _________ different kinds of literature are there?  There are two.

2) _________ of these words is a noun?  The first one, pattern.

3) _________ did you finish the acrostic poem?  Last night, after supper.

4) _________ did the poem take you to write?  About three hours.

5) _________ was your poem’s aim?   To persuade people to choose a good career.

 Critical Thinkinge

In groups of no more than four, discuss these questions and sentences. When you finish, compare your 
group’s answers with the answers from other groups.

1) Do people write prose and poetry for the same reason? Why or why not?

2) Which do you prefer, prose or poetry? Explain why.

3) What was the last piece of prose you read? Why did you read it?

4) What was the last piece of poetry you heard or read? When did you hear or read it?

5) Name a poet in the U.A.E. Explain why this person is popular.

6) In the past were poets important people in the U.A.E.? Why or why not?

7) Are poets still important people in the U.A.E.? Why or why not?

 Writing
Write an acrostic poem about a career of your choice. Choose one of these kinds of poem:

A) An acrostic poem about a career using words (example 1)

B) An acrostic poem about a career using sentences (example 2)

C) An acrostic poem that adds one or more of the following poetic devices: 

    metaphor, simile, alliteration, personification, rhyme, onomatopoeia

Write your poem in your notebook. 

 Extension
Display and peer edit your acrostic poems and your posters around the classroom. 

Read the poems and posters.

In groups of no more than four:

•	 decide which is the best poem and poster 
•	 list three reasons for your opinion
•	 compare your choice and reasons with those of another group




